We measure UV photodissociation (UVPD) and UV-UV hole-burning (HB) spectra of dibenzo-15-crown-5 (DB15C5) complexes with alkali metal ions, M + •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs), under cold (~10 K) conditions in the gas phase. The UV-UV HB spectra of the M + •DB15C5 (M = K, Rb, and Cs) complexes indicate that there is one dominant conformation for each complex except the Na + •DB15C5 complex, which has two conformers with a comparable abundance ratio. 
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INTRODUCTION
Crown ethers (CEs) have been widely used as host molecules in host-guest, supramolecular, and organic chemistry. [1] [2] One of the characteristics of CEs is the ion selectivity in solution. 3 Efficient and preferential capture of guest species by CEs will be driven by conformational flexibility; the bigger the number of conformations is, the more favorable the complex formation is, and flexible cavities of CEs can maximize the intermolecular interaction with guest species. Determination of the structure for guest ion-CE complexes has been extensively done by X-ray diffraction analysis of crystals.
However, reports on X-ray diffraction analysis tend to be limited to optimum or selective systems, because non-optimum systems hardly form stable crystals. 4 In addition, X-ray analysis may not be suitable for searching whole conformational landscapes, because the complex conformation is confined by crystal fields. From this standpoint, gas-phase spectroscopic studies of CEs will play a vital role in the elucidation for the ion selectivity of CEs in solution. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Since the structure of CE complexes in the gas phase is not perturbed either by neighboring complexes, counteranions, or solvent molecules, the gas-phase spectroscopy will shed light on intrinsic natures of the conformation.
In this study, we measure UV photodissociation (UVPD) spectra of dibenzo-15-crown-5 (DB15C5, Scheme 1) complexes with alkali metal ions, M + •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs), under cold gas-phase conditions. We apply UV-UV hole-burning (HB) spectroscopy to the M + •DB15C5 complexes for discriminating vibronic bands of a single isomer. The number and structure of isomers are determined on the basis of the results of UVPD and UV-UV HB experiments with the aid of quantum chemical calculations. We will compare the geometric and electronic structures and the number of isomers between the metal ion complexes of DB15C5, benzo-15-crown-5 (B15C5), and dibenzo-18-crown-6 (DB18C6) to examine the effect of a phenyl ring to the conformational flexibility and of the crown size to the electronic structure.
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Details of the experiment for UVPD and UV-UV HB spectroscopy have been described in our previous papers. [24] [25] Briefly, the M + •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) complexes are produced by electrospray ion source with methanol solutions of MCl salt and DB15C5 with a concentration of ~100 µM each, and introduced into a cold, Paul-type quadrupoe ion trap (QIT). The QIT is cooled to ~4 K by a He cryostat, and He buffer gas is continuously introduced into the QIT. The ions are stored in the QIT for ~90 ms and cooled translationally and internally by the collision with the cold He buffer gas. We estimated the vibrational temperature of trapped ions as ~10 K from the intensity of a hot band in the UVPD spectrum of K + •(benzo-18-crown-6) (K + •B18C6) complex. 25 Ions other than parent ions of interest can be removed from the QIT by an RF potential applied to the entrance end cap, as was done by Kang et al. 26 The M + •DB15C5 ions are then irradiated by a UV laser, and resulting fragment M + ions are mass-analyzed and detected with a home-made time-of-flight mass spectrometer. 27 The UVPD spectra are obtained by plotting yields of the fragment ions against the wavenumber of the UV laser. In the UV-UV HB experiments of the M + •DB15C5 (M = K, Rb, and Cs) complexes, we use two UV laser systems for the pump and probe light.
The pump laser is introduced to the QIT prior to the probe one by 10-100 µs. In the case of the K + •DB15C5 complex, the fragment K + ion produced by the pump laser is removed by the RF field applied to the ring electrode of the QIT. For the Rb + •DB15C5 and Cs + •DB15C5 complexes, the fragment Rb + and Cs + ions due to the pump laser are ejected by an additional RF potential applied to the entrance end cap. 26 The wavenumber of the pump laser is scanned while that of the probe laser is fixed to a position of a vibronic band. The UV-UV HB spectra are obtained by plotting the ratio of the fragment ion intensity with the pump laser on/off (I on /I off ) as a function of the wavenumber of the pump laser. 24 We also perform quantum chemical with a smaller signal to noise ratio than that of the other complexes.
UV-UV Hole-Burning Spectra
For discriminating bands of different conformers in the UVPD spectra, we perform UV-UV HB spectroscopy to the K + , Rb + , and Cs + complexes. Figure 2 displays the UV-UV HB spectra (red and blue curves) with the UVPD spectra (black Cs) complexes in the 36200-36500 region are assigned to a less stable, another isomer.
Geometric Structure of the M + •DB15C5 Complexes
The geometric structure of the M + •DB15C5 complexes can be determined on the basis of the UVPD and UV-UV HB results with the aid of quantum chemical calculations. Figure 3 shows the most (a-e) and the second most (f-j) stable isomers of the M + •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) complexes. The numbers in the figure present the dihedral angles in degrees around the benzene rings: C15-O1-C2-C16, C5-O4-C3-C19, C6-O7-C8-C20, and C11-O10-C9-C23 (the atom numbering see Scheme 1). The structure in Fig. 3 indicates that the difference of the isomers of each species is the conformation of the DB15C5 part. As seen in Figs. 2a-c, the main component in the UV spectra of the K + , Rb + , and Cs + complexes can be assigned to a substantially stable, single conformer. Since the spectral features in the UVPD spectra are similar for the K + , Rb + , and Cs + complexes (Figs. 1c-e) , the geometric structure of the main conformers will be similar for these complexes. These experimental results described above well coincide with the trend of calculated total energies and structures.
The energy difference between the most and the second most stable conformers is quite large: 4.5, 5.6, and 6.1 kJ/mol for the K + , Rb + , and Cs + complexes, respectively (see Figs. 3h-j), suggesting that one quite stable conformer exists for each of these complexes under cold experimental conditions. In addition, the most stable conformers (K-A, Rb-A, and Cs-A in Fig. 3 4c-e, the TD-DFT calculations for the most stable conformers (K-A, Rb-A, and Cs-A)
well reproduce the position of the main absorption in the UVPD spectra around 36700 cm -1 . This supports the assignment of the main absorption in the UVPD spectra to the most stable conformers. The electronic transition of the second most stable conformers (K-B, Rb-B, and Cs-B) is located on the lower energy side of that of the most stable ones, which coincides with the relative position of the weak absorption against the strong one at ~36700 cm -1 in the UVPD spectra. In addition, the difference in the total energy between the most and the second most stable conformers in S 0 becomes smaller and smaller with decreasing the ion size from Cs + (6.1 kJ/mol) to K + (4.5 kJ/mol). This trend in the total energy agrees with the increase of the relative intensity of the weak component from the Cs + to K + complex as seen in Fig. 1 .
In the case of the Na + •DB15C5 complex, it is possible to assign the UVPD spectrum and determine the structure on the basis of the spectral similarity with the K + •DB15C5 complex. The most and second most stable conformers of the Na + •DB15C5 complex are shown in Figs. 3b and g, respectively. It should be noted that the conformation of Na-A and Na-B is similar to that of K-B and K-A, respectively.
This indicates that the switching of the stability for the two most stable conformers occurs between Na and K. The difference in the total energy between Na-A and Na-B is only 0.5 kJ/mol, suggesting the possibility of noticeable coexistence for these conformers in the experiment. Similar to the case of K-A and K-B, the electronic transition of Na-A is located on the lower frequency side of that of Na-B, as seen in Fig.   4b . Hence, we can assign the lower-frequency component in the 36300-36600 cm -1 region to Na-A, and the absorption above ~36600 cm -1 is ascribed to Na-B. For the Li + complex, the most stable form (Li-A in Fig. 3 ) well reproduces the position of the absorption as seen in Fig. 4a . In addition, the difference in the total energy between the most (Li-A) and the second most (Li-B) stable conformers is fairly large (3.1 kJ/mol). Hence, we tentatively assign the structure of the Li + •DB15C5 complex to Li-A in Fig. 3a .
Conformational Flexibility of the M + •DB15C5 and M + •B15C5 Complexes
The geometric and electronic structures are in marked contrast between the M + •DB15C5, M + •B15C5, and M + •DB18C6 complexes. Figure 5 shows the UVPD spectra of the K + •DB15C5, K + •B15C5, and K + •DB18C6 complexes. [18] [19] The labeling of the conformations for the B15C5 (K-C, K-B, and K-E) and DB18C6 (K-a) complexes is the same as that used in our previous papers. [18] [19] As described above, the UVPD spectrum of the K + •DB15C5 complex (Fig. 5a) complexes. 19 Hence, the result of the reduction for M + •DB15C5 along with that for M + •DB18C6 reinforces the conclusion that the phenyl ring in the crown cavity reduces the crown flexibility in the metal ion complexes.
Electronic Interaction in the M + •DB15C5 and M + •DB18C6 Complexes
It was reported that the K + •DB18C6 complex has only one conformer (K-a in Fig. 5c ) under cold gas-phase conditions, 18 the same as the case of K + •DB15C5, but the electronic spectrum is substantially different between K + •DB18C6 and K + •DB15C5.
These complexes have two benzene chromophores and they interact with each other.
In the UVPD spectrum of the K + •DB18C6 complex, the interaction appears as an exciton splitting for vibronic bands with an interval of 2.7 cm -1 .
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This complex belongs to C 2v point group and two benzene rings are symmetrically equivalent. In contrast, in the spectrum of the K + •DB15C5 complex the S 1 -S 0 and S 2 -S 0 transitions are separated by more than 100 cm -1 with quite different vibronic structures; the S 1 -S 0 transition shows an intense and extensive progression, while the S 2 -S 0 transition has a strong origin band followed by several vibronic bands. The large separation of the electronic transitions and different vibronic structures will be due to the fact that the two benzene rings are symmetrically inequivalent in K + •DB15C5 as shown in Fig. 3 . Interestingly, the MOs and resulting electronic transitions are almost localized in one of the two benzene rings for the K + •DB15C5 complex (Fig. 6a) ; the electronic interaction between the two benzene rings is quite small. In contrast, the K + •DB18C6 complex (K-a) belongs to C 2v point group, and as a result the MOs are equally distributed to the two benzene rings. For the K + •DB18C6 complex (K-a), the distance between the centers of the benzene rings is 9.1 Å. In the case of the K + •DB15C5 complex (K-A), the distance is 8.0 Å, slightly shorter than that of K + •DB18C6. In spite of the shorter distance, the electronic interaction between the benzene rings seems to be very weak for K + •DB15C5. Hence, it is probable that the main reason for very weak electronic interaction in the K + •DB15C5 complex is a substantially large difference in the electronic transition energy of the two benzene rings due to their inequivalent natures.
In addition, it is also plausible that the relative configuration of the benzene rings is not suitable very much for the interaction in the K + •DB15C5 complex.
Conformer-dependent interactions between the two benzene chromophores were also It would be intriguing to compare the results of the dibenzo-CE complexes described above with those of aromatic dimers, which show excitonic interactions between the two aromatic chromophores. The excitonic splitting has been studied experimentally and theoretically for aromatic molecular clusters in the gas phase. [35] [36] [37] Leutwyler and co-workers have extensively investigated the excitonic splitting of aromatic dimers by UV spectroscopy and ab initio calculations. [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] In their recent review, excitonic interactions were classified into three categories on the basis of coupling strength (Table 1 of Ref. 47) : strong, weak, and very weak interactions. 47 As described later, the K + •DB15C5 and K + •DB18C6 complexes can be assigned to the "very weak" and "weak" groups, respectively. For the dibenzo-CE systems, the excited states can be expressed by linear combinations of φ a * • φ b and φ a • φ b * :
where We estimate the electronic excitonic interaction energy also with the transition dipole moments of the two chromophores. In the weak interaction model, the S 1 -S 2 splitting energy of vibronic transitions (ΔE) for systems having two equivalent chromophores is given by the following equations:
where µ a and µ b are the transition dipole moments of the two chromophores, R ab is the distance between the two chromophores, θ a and θ b are the angles of the transition dipole moments to the line connecting the two chromophores, and φ is the dihedral angle between µ a and µ b . 8, 35, 38, [47] [48] V ab represents the electronic part, corresponding to the electronic interaction energy estimated above, and F is the vibrational part, which takes the Franck-Condon factor into account. We estimate the V ab value of the K + •DB15C5
and K + •DB18C6 complexes by using equation (3), the geometry of the most stable conformers (Fig. 6) , and the calculated transition dipole moments of the two chromophores described above. Table 2 This value agrees with the interaction energy (27 cm -1 ) obtained with the calculated energies of the electronic states (Fig. 7) . In the case of the K + •DB15C5 complex, as supposed from the geometry of the complex, the energy part of equation (3) (17 cm -1 , see the third column from the right in Table 2 ) is almost the same as that of the K + •DB18C6 complex (18 cm -1 ). However, since the angle part of the DB15C5 complex is fairly smaller than that of the DB18C6 one, the V ab value of the K + •DB15C5 complex (17 cm -1 ) is much smaller than that of K + •DB18C6 (33 cm -1 ), which agrees with the trend of the TD-DFT results described above or in the rightmost column of Table 2 . Hence, the main reason of very weak electronic interaction in the K + •DB15C5 complex is its less suitable arrangement (not distance but relative angles) of the two benzene rings than that of the K + •DB18C6 complex.
In order to examine the degree of localization for the electronic transitions of the K + •DB15C5 complex quantitatively, we estimate the contribution (%) of the electronic transition on each benzene ring to the S 1 -S 0 and S 2 -S 0 transitions of the K + •DB15C5 complex (Table 3) . These values are estimated by two ways. One is based on the calculated S 1 -S 0 and S 2 -S 0 transition energies of the complexes and the calculated S 1 -S 0 transition energy of the two chromophores; the contribution corresponds to the square of coefficients α and β in equation (1) . In the other, the contribution is estimated from the results of the TD-DFT calculations. The calculations provide coefficients for electron promotion between two MOs for the electronic transitions of the complexes. Hence, we can estimate the contribution of each chromophore to the electronic transitions of the complexes from these coefficients.
It is quite obvious in Table 3 This conclusion indicates that the K + •DB15C5 complex belongs to the "very weak" category of excitonic interactions. 47 As mentioned in the studies of excitonic interactions done by Leutwyler and co-workers, in symmetric, planar aromatic dimers with inversion symmetry, the out-of-phase combination of the transition dipole moments of the two chromophores is forbidden. 47 However, the vibronic coupling between the electronic excited state and asymmetric vibrations breaks the symmetry, giving a double-minimum potential energy surface along asymmetric vibrations. This results in localized vibronic transitions and the exciton splitting in UV spectra. Therefore, the observation of the exciton splitting for the aromatic dimers is a definitive evidence of "weak" excitonic interactions and the existence of the vibronic coupling. The magnitude of the excitonic splitting depends mainly on the height of the potential energy barrier and distance between the two minima. [47] [48] In contrast, the situation of the K + •DB18C6 complex is slightly different from the case of the planar aromatic dimers. The K + •DB18C6 complex has a non-planar, C 2v structure. The transition dipole moments of the two benzene rings are parallel to the benzene ring, and are perpendicular to the C2-C3 and C11-C12 bonds (see Scheme 1 and Fig. 7a ). As a result, both the in-phase and our-of-phase combinations of the two transition dipole moments are allowed, different from the case of the planar aromatic dimers. 47 Hence, it is not so obvious that the exciton splitting found for the K + •DB18C6 complex is due to the vibronic coupling. 47 However, as mentioned above, the interaction energy of the K + •DB18C6 complex is estimated as ~30 cm -1 , which is substantially larger than the exciton splitting (2.7 cm -1 ) observed in the UVPD spectrum.
As Leutwyler and co-workers pointed out, the vibronic coupling provides not only the exciton splitting of vibronic bands but a considerable reduction of the electronic excitonic splitting in weak coupling case, which corresponds to coefficient F in equation (2) . 47 Hence, a reduction of the electronic excitonic splitting due to the vibronic coupling occurs also for the K + •DB18C6 complex. 47 For the K + •DB18C6 complex, the vibrational part F can be estimated as F = ~0.05 from the value of V ab = ~30 cm -1 in Table 2 This value is similar to that of neutral DB18C6 (F = ~0.1). 8 As was done by Leutwyler, Köppel, and their co-workers, 37, 47 precise, high-level theoretical treatments including both the excitonic interaction and the vibronic coupling will be necessary to shed light on details of the electronic interaction in the metal ion-benzo-CE complexes, which will be our future work. These calculations will separate electronic and vibrational wavefunctions in the vibronic coupling of the K + •DB18C6 complex and provide concrete physical insights into the exciton splitting and vibrations that give a double-minimum potential.
SUMMARY
The UVPD spectra of the M + •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs)
complexes have been measured in the 36000-37500 cm •DB15C5 (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) complexes. The numbers in the figure present the dihedral angles of C15-O1-C2-C16, C5-O4-C3-C19, C6-O7-C8-C20, and C11-O10-C9-C23 (see Scheme 1) in degrees. The numbers in parentheses show the total energy relative to that of the most stable conformers (Li-A, Na-A, K-A, Rb-A, and Cs-A) in kJ/mol. It should be noted that conformers Na-B, K-A, Rb-A, and Cs-A have similar structures to each other. Conformers Na-A, K-B, Rb-B, and Cs-B also have similar forms to each other. a Calculated on the basis of the S 1 -S 0 and S 2 -S 0 transition energies of the complexes and the S 1 -S 0 transition energy of two chromophores. b Estimated from the results of the TD-DFT calculations (coefficients for electron promotion between two MOs).
